Green Lantern #12

Revenge Of The Green Lanterns part three.

The Klan attacks the Weaver home because they have been housing aliens, but Green Lantern stops the Klansmen.
Moses Rockwell holds a KKK rally andGreen Lantern (2011-2016) #12. Black Hand has been freed from the Indigo
Tribe, more powerful than ever. What horrible plan does he have in mind, and toIts Bad for Business: The synopsis for
this issue has not yet been written. The beginning of the story recounts the life of Steven Sharpe, who tried to prove to
hisBOTTLED LIGHT part five! Trapped and collected by Larfleeze, the Green Lantern Corps only hope is Hal Jordan
and White Lantern Kyle Raynerbut canDC is home to the Worlds Greatest Super Heroes, including SUPERMAN,
BATMAN, WONDER WOMAN, GREEN LANTERN, THE FLASH, AQUAMAN andGreen Lantern (Hal Jordan)
(Also appears as Pol Manning) Synopsis for Green Lanterns Statue Goes to War! While combing his hair, Green
Lantern finds a strange bit of metal in his hair, scanning it he finds that its like no metal on Earth.Invictus and his
massive Orrery arrive on Okaara while below on the planets surface Kyle Rayner challenges Sayds actions with the
revelation that she was theIn the Name of Love: The synopsis for this issue has not yet been written. Featured
Characters: Arkillo, Bleez, Fatality, Kyle Rayner, Munk, Saint Walker.With the events of War of the Green Lanterns
still heavy in his thoughts, Guy Gardner must serve a Corps that is no longer the same. And you know how GuyRevenge
of the Green Lanterns, Part Three: On Oa, Kilowog observes Morro, keeper of the Crypts of the Green Lantern Corps,
destroy Tomar Tus casket,Hal Jordan and Guy Gardner find themselves face-to-face with a group of Green Lantern
P.O.W.s deep in the heart of Sector 3601. But can they all escape
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